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For centuries, the world's most exquisite coffee was Yemen's secret.

Home to the original, pure Arabica taste.

It is no longer a secret to be kept,

it is a wealth to be shared with those who desire the very best.

Reawaken to the alluring magic of Yemeni coffee

and let us introduce you to

The Hidden Gems of Yemen
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Ruled by the legendary Queen of Sheba

– or Saba ( ء (ســبا  –

was a Southern Arabian kingdom which stretched from today’s

Yemen all the way to Ethiopia.

It is this land from which the coffee drink

originated in the 15th century and where we take our name

We at Sheba Coffee have been blessed to inherit

our heritage from the ancient Kingdom of Sheba,  and now

we are dedicated to building a new legacy for

Yemen's future.
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Every single Sheba Coffee bean is rare and beautiful;

meticulously harvested

and overflowing with character

Quality is our obsession,

that’s why we curate every step of the process.

We aren’t resellers, we are farmers,

Infrastructure builders

and coffee lovers.
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Our adventure begins within the highlands of the Yemeni mountains,

before a seed even slips beneath the soil. Only the ripest, reddest cherries are

selected for our single-origin beans, dried locally within our centres under the

dazzling Arabian sun.  Here’s our story of how they make their way to your cup. 

Scan above with mobile

camera

To watch video

https://qrco.de/Sheba-Coffee-2021-Auction


The Gems of Haraz

Haraz is located on the periphery of the Governorate of Sana’a.

It is the most celebrated coffee producing region in Yemen.

Haraz is ravishingly beautiful, and its inhabitants have a distinct culture.

Often referred to as ‘the land above the clouds’, being
a region of high mountains and wild landscape. Haraz
is at the forefront of Yemeni coffee cultivation having
maintained its ancient growing traditions while other
regions have struggled.

Today, Haraz is spearheading the revival of fine Yemeni
coffee cultivation, setting the example which is now being
pursued by its regional neighbours.

Most prominent cupping profile
characteristics of this region are:

Raisins, Dried fruits, berries, Complex acidity, winey, and high in sweetness.

Get to know Haraz
Scan Above QR Code

https://qrco.de/Get_to_know_Haraz
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Auction lot: Haraz/01

Western Haraz

Sheba Code: HZ/15/02 
Cupping Score: 92.0 
Collective Lot

Plush, fruit-forward high-quality coffee with a structured complex acidity and refined 
mouthfeel. The primary flavours of strawberry, mango and mandarin orange are 
supported by white chocolate, grape and hints of violet florals. The acidity is complex 
and holds the structure through temperatures. The supporting mouthfeel is elegant 
with a silk-like texture. As the coffee cools the transparency is maintained.

Lot Size: 
35 lbs / 16 kg

Cultivar:   Jadi

The coffee cherries from the region of Western Haraz were dried in our main processing
centre. The coffee trees are cared for very well by their farmers. As soon as we receive the
red cherries, we place them within our shaded greenhouses where they are slow dried.

This coffee has taken more than 30 days to process with an average sun exposure of around
5 hours a day helping bring out this incredible flavour. 

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 3-4 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region:     Haraz
Village:     Western Haraz
Altitude:   2000 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-01


Auction lot: Haraz/02

Wadi Beddah

Sheba Code: HZ/10/02
Cupping Score: 90.50
Collective Lot

Rose and violet florals set the aromatic base for a delicate and nuanced high-quality sample. 
Secondary flavours of mango, berry and positive brown spice, along with a high level of 
sweetness remain through cooling. While the intensity fades this coffee's delicacy and 
complexity remains.

Lot Size:
79 lbs / 36 kg

Cultivar: Jadi

Located 1800 meters above sea level and with temperatures ranging from 29ºC to 15ºC, the 
coffee cherries at Wadi Beddah are high in sugar content and have a unique taste profile.

We have adapted our processing techniques to the warmer climate and longer sun exposure 
of 7 hours per day. This has brought out the outstanding and very well differentiated profile 
of this coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Haraz
Village: Beddah
Altitude:  1800 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-02


Auction lot: Haraz/02

Wadi Beddah

Sheba Code: HZ/10/02
Cupping Score: 90.50
Collective Lot

Rose and violet florals set the aromatic base for a delicate and nuanced high-quality sample. 
Secondary flavours of mango, berry and positive brown spice, along with a high level of 
sweetness remain through cooling. While the intensity fades this coffee's delicacy and 
complexity remains.

Lot Size:
79 lbs / 36 kg

Cultivar: Jadi

Located 1800 meters above sea level and with temperatures ranging from 29ºC to 15ºC, the 
coffee cherries at Wadi Beddah are high in sugar content and have a unique taste profile.

We have adapted our processing techniques to the warmer climate and longer sun exposure 
of 7 hours per day. This has brought out the outstanding and very well differentiated profile 
of this coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Haraz
Village: Beddah
Altitude:  1800 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

Auction lot: Haraz/03

Eastern Haraz Collective

Sheba Code: HZ/22/01
Cupping Score: 90.25
Collective Lot

Strawberry and violets in the fragrance. Violets, mango, pineapple, stone fruits, and peach 
yogurt in the flavour. Caramel in the aftertaste, with a sweet lingering finish. The body is 
medium with a velvety mouthfeel. The complex malic, tartaric, and lactic acid components 
complement the sweetness in the cup. The coffee maintains its sweetness and complexity 
throughout the cup and gains honey flavours as it cools down. It is a stellar coffee, surprising 
with its complexity, sweetness, and elegant body and especially with its capacity to maintain 
remarkable notes as it cools down.

Lot Size:
59 lbs / 27 kg

Cultivar: Jadi

Eastern Haraz is located within the governate of Sana’a; it is one of the most developed 
coffee regions in the country. It sits at an altitude of 1900 and has temperatures ranging 
from 16ºC to 8ºC.

The coffee trees within Eastern Haraz receive an average sun exposure of 6 hours per day. 
A very remarkable and unique profile has developed within this region as shown in this 
very sweet cup of coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Haraz
Village: East Haraz
Altitude:  1900 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-03


Auction lot: Haraz/04

Mohamed Awad Shibam

Sheba Code: HZ/1HD/01
Cupping Score: 89.5
Single Farmer Lot

This coffee has a high flavour intensity and a positive sweetness and structure to support. 
Flavours of dried dates, cherry and grapefruit combine with dark molasses notes and sweet 
brown spice, giving the coffee an almost cherry cola-like quality. It improves as it cools with 
complex supporting acidity and a viscous syrupy mouthfeel.

Lot Size:
77 lbs / 35 kg

Cultivar: Jufini

Mohamed Shibam is a 38 year old coffee farmer who owns a small local traditional café in 
the countryside within Haraz. He has been farming with his family from a young age and 
has collected a wealth of experience from his environment and his ancestors. He inherited 
his love for coffee from his father.

Today Mohamed is the sole owner of his farm, containing around 800 coffee plants within 
the space of 80 Libnas. The main coffee variety that he grows is Jufini. His father has taught 
him how to care for his coffee trees and how to improve the quality and yield of his crop. 
Mohamed has followed his father’s footsteps with passion and aims to be one of the largest 
and most successful farmers in his region.

Three different lots from Mohamed's farm have all scored very highly with this particular 
lot having undergone a unique Anaerobic process resulting in the highest scoring coffee of 
the three.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Anaerobic

Region: Haraz
Village: Attara
Altitude:  1700 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-04


Auction lot: Haraz/04

Mohamed Awad Shibam

Sheba Code: HZ/1HD/01
Cupping Score: 89.5
Single Farmer Lot

This coffee has a high flavour intensity and a positive sweetness and structure to support. 
Flavours of dried dates, cherry and grapefruit combine with dark molasses notes and sweet 
brown spice, giving the coffee an almost cherry cola-like quality. It improves as it cools with 
complex supporting acidity and a viscous syrupy mouthfeel.

Lot Size:
77 lbs / 35 kg

Cultivar: Jufini

Mohamed Shibam is a 38 year old coffee farmer who owns a small local traditional café in 
the countryside within Haraz. He has been farming with his family from a young age and 
has collected a wealth of experience from his environment and his ancestors. He inherited 
his love for coffee from his father.

Today Mohamed is the sole owner of his farm, containing around 800 coffee plants within 
the space of 80 Libnas. The main coffee variety that he grows is Jufini. His father has taught 
him how to care for his coffee trees and how to improve the quality and yield of his crop. 
Mohamed has followed his father’s footsteps with passion and aims to be one of the largest 
and most successful farmers in his region.

Three different lots from Mohamed's farm have all scored very highly with this particular 
lot having undergone a unique Anaerobic process resulting in the highest scoring coffee of 
the three.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Anaerobic

Region: Haraz
Village: Attara
Altitude:  1700 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

Auction lot: Haraz/05

Mabkhoot Moh. Ghalib Al Yaafore

Sheba Code: HZ/29/01
Cupping Score: 89.0
Single Farmer Lot

Quality coffee with vibrant mandarin orange, structured complex acid and positive 
sweetness providing a foundation for the flavour characteristics. These flavours range 
from red apple, treacle and brown spice with black grape and cola notes. All of this makes 
the coffee reminiscent of SL type coffee. The coffee improves through cooling with a buttery 
texture and an after-flavour of rhubarb.

Lot Size:
39 lbs / 18 kg

Cultivar: Dwairi

Mabkhoot has been farming his family's land since 2008. Before that, he worked 
in the military as a clerk and due to the harsh economic situation, he left that job 
and went back to his village. Today he is the main income earner for his household  
supporting his family of 9.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Haraz
Village: Osabah
Altitude:  1500 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-05


Auction lot: Haraz/06

Masar Collective

Sheba Code: HZ/31/01
Cupping Score: 88.25
Collective Lot

A very complex coffee with notes of almond and toffee in the fragrance & after-taste; with 
flavours of honey, stone fruits, blueberries, cherries and chamomile. The acidity is sparkling 
and very complex, enhancing the sweetness and giving the cup a multidimensional 
character. The coffee maintains its complexity and sweetness as it cools.

Lot Size:
79 lbs / 36 kg

Cultivar: Jadi

Coffee within this region grows at an altitude of 2000 meters above sea level and 
receives an average of 6 hours of sun exposure per day. The temperatures fluctuate 
between 23º C and 3ºC.

From this small area, we collect a daily volume of 50 kg of fresh cherries. In our 
processing centre, these precious cherries are slow dried on raised beds and receive 
the utmost care producing this amazing coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Haraz
Village: Jabal Masar
Altitude:  1900 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-06


Auction lot: Haraz/06

Masar Collective

Sheba Code: HZ/31/01
Cupping Score: 88.25
Collective Lot

A very complex coffee with notes of almond and toffee in the fragrance & after-taste; with 
flavours of honey, stone fruits, blueberries, cherries and chamomile. The acidity is sparkling 
and very complex, enhancing the sweetness and giving the cup a multidimensional 
character. The coffee maintains its complexity and sweetness as it cools.

Lot Size:
79 lbs / 36 kg

Cultivar: Jadi

Coffee within this region grows at an altitude of 2000 meters above sea level and 
receives an average of 6 hours of sun exposure per day. The temperatures fluctuate 
between 23º C and 3ºC.

From this small area, we collect a daily volume of 50 kg of fresh cherries. In our 
processing centre, these precious cherries are slow dried on raised beds and receive 
the utmost care producing this amazing coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Haraz
Village: Jabal Masar
Altitude:  1900 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

Auction lot: Haraz/07

Mohamed Awad Shibam

Sheba Code: HZ/1F/01
Cupping Score: 88.0
Single Farmer Lot

Winey coffee with bold flavours of blackberry, blueberry and a cheesecake-like 
lactic quality. The mouthfeels juicy and silk-like in texture rolling onto after 
flavours of raspberry and caramel.

Lot Size:
66 lbs / 30 kg

Cultivar: Jufini

Mohamed Shibam is a 38 year old coffee farmer who owns a small local traditional café 
in the countryside within Haraz. He has been farming with his family from a young age 
and has collected a wealth of experience from his environment and his ancestors. 
He inherited his love for coffee from his father.

Today Mohamed is the sole owner of his farm, containing around 800 coffee plants 
within the space of 80 Libnas. The main coffee variety that he grows is Jufini. His father 
has taught him how to care for his coffee trees and how to improve the quality and yield 
of his crop. Mohamed has followed his father’s footsteps with passion and aims to be one of 
the largest and most successful farmers in his region.

Three different lots from Mohamed's farm have all scored very highly. This lot has been 
processed using an Anaerobic process helping highlight the unique texture of this cup.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 3-4 weeks
Drying Process: Anaerobic

Region: Haraz
Village: Attara
Altitude:  1700 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-07


Auction lot: Haraz/08

Mohamed Awad Shibam

Sheba Code: HZ/1B/01
Cupping Score: 88.0
Single Farmer Lot

High sweet, low bitter coffee with structured acidity from hot to cold. Underlying flavours 
of cherry and red fruit add interest with supporting flavours of caramel, sweet spice and 
milk chocolate adding further complexity. A clean and creamy mouthfeel. Flavours of 
raspberry and blueberry remain and there is a Latic quality to the cup that adds further 
interest.

Lot Size:
66 lbs / 30 kg

Cultivar: Jufini

Mohamed Shibam is a 38 year old coffee farmer who owns a small local traditional café 
in the countryside within Haraz. He has been farming with his family from a young age 
and has collected a wealth of experience from his environment and his ancestors. 
He inherited his love for coffee from his father.

Today Mohamed is the sole owner of his farm, containing around 800 coffee plants 
within the space of 80 Libnas. The main coffee variety that he grows is Jufini. His father 
has taught him how to care for his coffee trees and how to improve the quality and yield 
of his crop. Mohamed has followed his father’s footsteps with passion and aims to be one of 
the largest and most successful farmers in his region.

Three different lots from Mohamed's farm have all scored very highly with this particular 
lot being the only lot having undergone a natural process.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

Region: Haraz
Village: Attara
Altitude:  1700 masl

https://qrco.de/Haraz-08


Auction lot: Haraz/08

Mohamed Awad Shibam

Sheba Code: HZ/1B/01
Cupping Score: 88.0
Single Farmer Lot

High sweet, low bitter coffee with structured acidity from hot to cold. Underlying flavours 
of cherry and red fruit add interest with supporting flavours of caramel, sweet spice and 
milk chocolate adding further complexity. A clean and creamy mouthfeel. Flavours of 
raspberry and blueberry remain and there is a Latic quality to the cup that adds further 
interest.

Lot Size:
66 lbs / 30 kg

Cultivar: Jufini

Mohamed Shibam is a 38 year old coffee farmer who owns a small local traditional café 
in the countryside within Haraz. He has been farming with his family from a young age 
and has collected a wealth of experience from his environment and his ancestors. 
He inherited his love for coffee from his father.

Today Mohamed is the sole owner of his farm, containing around 800 coffee plants 
within the space of 80 Libnas. The main coffee variety that he grows is Jufini. His father 
has taught him how to care for his coffee trees and how to improve the quality and yield 
of his crop. Mohamed has followed his father’s footsteps with passion and aims to be one of 
the largest and most successful farmers in his region.

Three different lots from Mohamed's farm have all scored very highly with this particular 
lot being the only lot having undergone a natural process.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

Region: Haraz
Village: Attara
Altitude:  1700 masl

Auction lot: Haraz/09

Mohamed Ali Moh. Al Suhami

Sheba Code: HZ/30/01
Cupping Score: 88.0
Single Farmer Lot

A clean and crisp coffee with primary Flavours of citrus, and blueberry. Underlying date 
and maple syrup-like flavours add balance. Some grapefruit and cacao nib are also present. 
Viscous and juicy in texture; this coffee has SL28-like qualities and cools well.

Lot Size:
79 lbs / 36 kg

Cultivar: Jadi

Mohamed Al Suhami worked as a teacher and a contractor for more than 20 years in the 
city of Sana’a. When he was young, he use to support his family in the fields. Today he is 
back to coffee farming, and it is his main and only source of income.

Mohamed's rediscovered passion for coffee has helped him produce this  delicious coffee 
from his family's farm.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Haraz
Village: Bait Al Qanees
Altitude:  2000 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Haraz-09


T h e  G e m s  o f  A l  H a y m a

Al-Hayma coffees have a tell-tale signature:

highly fruity,
with floral top notes and a wonderful complexity and

length in the mouth.

Al-Hayma is a region located on the outskirts of the Governorate of Sana’a.

This region is far from green and verdant, being arid

with a harsh climate at a very high altitude.

Get to know Al Hayma
Scan Above QR Code

Coffee production in Al-Hayma is modest in scale. Some
villages total harvest is of no more than 15 tons of coffee 
Cherries, yielding only a precious 1.5 tons of coffee beans.

Size is not everything. In the right hands, Al-Hayma coffee
quality is supreme. The harvest season in this remote
mountainous region is always the last in Yemen as the
cherries require significantly more time to reach optimal
ripeness.

https://qrco.de/Get_to_know_Al_Hayma


T h e  G e m s  o f  A l  H a y m a

Al-Hayma coffees have a tell-tale signature:

highly fruity,
with floral top notes and a wonderful complexity and

length in the mouth.

Al-Hayma is a region located on the outskirts of the Governorate of Sana’a.

This region is far from green and verdant, being arid
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Coffee production in Al-Hayma is modest in scale. Some
villages total harvest is of no more than 15 tons of coffee 
Cherries, yielding only a precious 1.5 tons of coffee beans.

Size is not everything. In the right hands, Al-Hayma coffee
quality is supreme. The harvest season in this remote
mountainous region is always the last in Yemen as the
cherries require significantly more time to reach optimal
ripeness.

Auction lot: Hayma/01

Mohammed Abdu Jameel Al-Jaberi

Sheba Code: HY/45/01
Cupping Score: 91.75
Single Farmer Lot

An effervescent, sparkling, and complex acidity provides a positive structure for this coffee. 
Flavours of raspberry, mandarin orange, and rose florals combine with underlying notes of 
caramel and dried fruit. Sweetness is high, balancing the acidity and the positive viscosity.

Lot Size:
59 lbs / 27 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

Mohammed is a retired military officer who started farming 3 years ago.  He has a 
small 15 libna coffee terrace where he grows this fantastic coffee making a living for 
his son and spouse.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-01


Auction lot: Hayma/2A & 2B

PSC Experimental Lot

Sheba Code: PSC/01
Cupping Score: 91.0
Collective Lot

Vibrant and layered coffee with a high level of sweetness and clarity. Flavours of 
caramel, mandarin orange and maraschino cherry lead onto delicate florals and melon. 
The mouthfeel is dense, viscous and mouth expanding, supporting the flavours. 
A positive citric forward acidity provides structure and helps longevity of finish. 
Chocolate-like qualities underneath.

Lot Size:
Hayma/2A:  59 lbs / 27 kg
Hayma/2B:  61 lbs / 28 kg

Cultivar: Udaini
  

Our PRC processing of our Al Mahjar coffee begins with careful hand selection of the 
Udaini cherries, which benefit from a natural high sugar content. The cherries experience 
a special fermentation process for several hours, before they are allowed to slow-dry on 
raised beds inside our greenhouse. This process tales more than 30 days to perform, 
resulting in this high distinctive high quality coffee with its unique flavour profile.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 3-4 weeks
Drying Process: Anaerobic

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-2A-2B


Auction lot: Hayma/2A & 2B

PSC Experimental Lot

Sheba Code: PSC/01
Cupping Score: 91.0
Collective Lot

Vibrant and layered coffee with a high level of sweetness and clarity. Flavours of 
caramel, mandarin orange and maraschino cherry lead onto delicate florals and melon. 
The mouthfeel is dense, viscous and mouth expanding, supporting the flavours. 
A positive citric forward acidity provides structure and helps longevity of finish. 
Chocolate-like qualities underneath.

Lot Size:
Hayma/2A:  59 lbs / 27 kg
Hayma/2B:  61 lbs / 28 kg

Cultivar: Udaini
  

Our PRC processing of our Al Mahjar coffee begins with careful hand selection of the 
Udaini cherries, which benefit from a natural high sugar content. The cherries experience 
a special fermentation process for several hours, before they are allowed to slow-dry on 
raised beds inside our greenhouse. This process tales more than 30 days to perform, 
resulting in this high distinctive high quality coffee with its unique flavour profile.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 3-4 weeks
Drying Process: Anaerobic

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

Auction lot: Hayma/03

Naji Ahmed Ahsen Al-Salami

Sheba Code: HY/34/01
Cupping Score: 90.75
Single Farmer Lot

Blueberries, jasmine, red apple, toffee and winey. The coffee maintains its sweetness 
and complexity throughout the cup.

Lot Size:
81 lbs / 37 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

Naji started coffee farming 31 years ago. Coffee farming is his only source of income. 
He has a total of 30 libnas which are scattered between the five small farms he has 
inherited from his father. He shares harvest of these five farms with his business 
partner and supports his family of 11.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Bait 
  Hujairah
Altitude:  2200 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-03


Auction lot: Hayma/04

Yahya Abdu Ismael Al-Jaberi

Sheba Code: HY/11/01
Cupping Score: 90.50
Single Farmer Lot

An intense complex acidity characterized by an apple malic-like quality 
is balanced by a viscous and syrupy mouthfeel and high level of overall 
sweetness. Flavours of cooked apple, melon and pineapple along with dried 
dates. Maintains sweetness and interest while cooling.

Lot Size: 
92 lbs / 42 kg

Cultivar: Udaini
  

Yahya has been farming for around 27 years. He is the sole owner of his land. 
He has a 15 libna coffee terrace which produces around 170 kg of coffee cherries 
per season. His coffee trees are over 25 years old but still very resilient. Coffee farming 
is Yahya's only source of income, he supports his family of 8 and they are his drive for 
taking so much care of his coffee farm.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-04


Auction lot: Hayma/05

Abdullah Rashed Mohammed Al-Jaberi

Sheba Code: HY/22/02
Cupping Score: 90.50
Single Farmer Lot

Bold blueberry, strawberry and milk chocolate flavours combine with a mandarin-like 
complex acidity. The acidity cools to a more lactic-like profile and a dense creaminess 
enhances this. Overall sweet which provides balance through cooling.

Lot Size:
99lbs / 45 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

Abdullah is one of the elderly members of his village and has worked as a civil servant 
for more than 20 years. late in 2012, due to the economic hardships and the suspension 
of salaries, Abdullah returned to his village to start farming his 24 libna coffee farm. Along 
with his relatives, they have produced this high quality coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-05


Auction lot: Hayma/6A, 6B, 6C & 6D

Al Mahjar Collective

Sheba Code: HY/01/03
Cupping Score: 90.25
Collective Lot

Jasmine, blood orange, honey, blueberries, dark chocolate, very sweet and complex, with 
smooth and sweet lingering finish. A very well balanced cup!

Lot Size:
Hayma/6A: 77 lbs / 35 kg
Hayma/6B: 77 lbs / 35 kg
Hayma/6C: 77 lbs / 35 kg
Hayma/6D: 77 lbs / 35 kg

Cultivar: Udaini
  

Wadi Al-Mahjar is an area located within Al Hayma region. It is known for its ancient 
coffee production. The area stands at an altitude of around 2250 meters above sea level. 
The coffee plants in this area receive an average sun exposure of 7 hours per day. 
Temperatures drop to as low as 6ºC. The area is known for its ancient typica cultivar 
which has adapted to the harsh conditions.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-6A-6B-6C-6D


Auction lot: Hayma/07

Naji Hussain Ahsen Al-Jaberi

Sheba Code: HY/41/02
Cupping Score: 90.0
Single Farmer Lot

Plums, violets, red apple and caramel. Complex and sweet. Smooth mouthfeel, complex 
acidity with a lingering finish.

Lot Size:
99 lbs / 45 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

Naji is a former military officer, whose salary was terminated due to the ongoing 
political instability in the country.  For Naji and his family of 7, coffee farming has 
been life changing. Although coffee represents Naji's only source of income, it has 
given him and his family a secure annual source of income away from the troubles
and problems of politics. Coffee farming has also allowed Naji to continue and contribute 
towards the well-being of his country.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-07


Auction lot: Hayma/08

Mohammed Ismael Ahmed Al-Jaberi

Sheba Code: HY/12/01
Cupping Score: 89.75
Single Farmer Lot

Rose florals, mandarin and sweet brown spice combine with dried fruit and milk-chocolate 
like flavours. The coffee is clean, juicy and has a high level of acidity intensity which is 
effervescent in structure. A high level of sweetness holds the acidity in balance through 
cooling.

Lot Size: 
44 lbs / 20 kg

Cultivar: Udaini
  

Mohammed has been working on his family’s coffee farm since a young age. Throughout 
his lifetime he inherited his know-how through his late father. Today Mohammed is the sole 
owner of a 30 libna farm which represents his and his family's only source of income. 
He plans to focus on increasing his coffee production into the future.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-08


Auction lot: Hayma/09

Al Mahjar Yellow Bourbon Collective

Sheba Code: HY/1Y/01
Cupping Score: 89.0
Collective Lot

Dried fruit, dates and mandarin orange form the primary flavours of this coffee. These are 
supported by effervescent acids and positive persistence. While it cools the overall positive 
structure remains. Some milk chocolate and black fruit are noticeable on the final pass.

Lot Size:
66 lbs / 30 kg

Cultivar: Bourbon

Bourbon coffee cherries are collected on a weekly basis from a farm which stands at an 
altitude of 2250 meters above sea level. The cherries are transported to our drying centre 
where they are naturally dried using a sun exposure of 7 hours per day. They are then 
covered to protect them from the cooler night temperature of 6ºC.

Yellow Bourbon coffee is quite rare in this region but holds unique and complex flavours 
which gives this coffee its great taste.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-09


Auction lot: Hayma/10

Hamza Yahya Rashed Al-Jaberi

Sheba Code: HY/26/01
Cupping Score: 88.50
Single Farmer Lot

A fragrant, red berry, milk chocolate and molasses coffee when hot, evolving into a more 
dried fruit and prune-like profile when cool. The structural acidity is excellent and has an 
effervescent like quality to it, supported by positive medium sweetness.

Lot Size: 
39 lbs / 18 kg

Cultivar: Udaini
  

Hamza started coffee farming around 25 years ago. He inherited his farming methods 
from his father.  Hamza is the owner of a 20 libna farm which is his pride and joy. His 
coffee farm represents his only source of income which supports him and his family of 3. 
The hard work which Hamza has put into his prized plants is noticeable in this excellent cup.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-10


Auction lot: Hayma/11

Mohammed Yahya Rashed Al-Jaberi

Sheba Code: HY/25/01
Cupping Score: 88.25
Single Farmer Lot

Red berry and lemon citrus fragrance leads through to milk chocolate and berry flavours, 
some praline and a positive wineyness on the finish. The mouthfeel is silky and has a 
lactic-like quality to it, balanced by a positive level of sweetness.

Lot Size:
50 lbs / 23 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

Mohammed is the son of Yehya Al-Jaberi, a big farmer who passed away in 2003 
(may god bless his soul). Mohammed, being an only son, found himself orphaned 
with no one to look after him. He moved to the capital city Sana'a, and enrolled at 
Sana'a School for Orphans.

Mohammed continued to study at the school until the Arab Spring uprising of 2011, 
which resulted in the closing of the school.  Mohammed returned to his village and 
started farming his late father’s coffee farm. Today, he has expanded his late father’s 
farms and is married with 3 children of his own.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-11


Auction lot: Hayma/12

PSK Experimental Lot

Sheba Code: PSK/01
Cupping Score: 88.0
Collective Lot

Flavours of coffee fruit, raisin and almond are supported by caramel and orange citrus. 
The acidity is bright and builds as the coffee cools adding structure to the coffee with a 
citric-like nature.

Lot Size:
147 lbs / 67 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

Our PSK processing technique for Al Mahjar coffee cherries starts by carefully 
hand-picking the Udaini coffee cherries with a high sugar content, these cherries 
go through a special fermentation process for several hours. They are then placed 
on raised beds inside our greenhouse ready for the slow drying process. The drying 
process takes more than 25 days and yields in this high quality coffee with its unique 
flavour profile.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 3-4 weeks
Drying Process: Anaerobic

Region: Al Hayma
Village: Al Mahjar
Altitude:  2250 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-12


Anis sits within the Governorate of Dhamar. The region has become an

important new player in Yemeni coffee cultivation over recent years.

Being fertile land, Anis offers its best coffee farmers ample yields,

particularly compared to the classic traditional sources in Yemen: remote,

wild and ancient as they are.

Most prominent cupping profile
characteristics of this region are:

Toffee, Chocolate, Dried Fruit, Honey-Comb, Almonds, Fruity,
and has a pleasant acidity.

The Gems of Anis

Get to know Anis
Scan Above QR Code

Anis Coffee trees grow in the valleys, nestled between
mountains, as well as on irrigated high mountain terraces.
Anis is a rising star in the Yemeni coffee firmament, offering
great potential and justifiably attracts increasing attention
from the coffee world.

https://qrco.de/Get_to_know_Anis


Auction lot: Anis/01

Abdullah Mohamed Ali Tamesh

Sheba Code: AN/06/02 
Cupping Score: 90.0
Single Farmer Lot

An expressive and high-quality coffee with layered fruit flavours and positive 
structure and sweetness. Cherry, strawberry and blueberry flavours with supporting 
caramel undertones. The coffee is clean and juicy with a complex acidity that leads 
onto a lactic finish and almost cheesecake like finish.

Lot Size: 
55 lbs / 25 kg

Cultivar: Dwairi
  

Abdullah is one of the oldest farmers within Wadi Al-Shat, he is 90 years old, and resides 
in Al Ahdar village, a village located in the heart of the coffee farms.

This farmer's land of 120 libna has been passed down to him through his ancestors, and to 
his memory, it has always cultivated coffee plants. Regardless of his age, Abdullah continues 
to farm his land, caring for his trees while supporting his family of 9.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Anis
Village: Al Shat
Altitude:  1900 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Anis-01


Auction lot: Anis/02

Wadi Al Saraba

Sheba Code: AN/28/03
Cupping Score: 89.25
Collective Lot

An overall sweet cup with low bitterness and positive structure that adds 
complexity and length to the finish. Flavours of milk chocolate, dried dates 
and spice are supported by further flavours of blackcurrant, dried apricot, 
and mandarin orange. As the coffee cools, the structure and complexity remain.

Lot Size:
99 lbs / 45 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

With its year-round rainfall, Wadi Al-Saraba stands as one of Arabia's natural beauties.

The Wadi grows coffee within an altitude of 2100 and has temperatures ranging from 
a maximum of 26ºC then dropping to as low as 8ºC. The coffee trees within this area 
receive an average sun exposure of around 8 hours per day, and they are well known 
for their quality.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Anis
Village: Al Saraba
Altitude:  2100 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Anis-02


Auction lot: Anis/03

Wadi Al Harf

Sheba Code: AN/32BS/01
Cupping Score: 88.75
Collective Lot

Lindon flower and cherries in the fragrance. Plums, apricots, toffee, and Lindon flower in 
the flavour. Brown sugar and honey in the after-taste. The coffee has a complex acidity, 
with malic, tartaric, and phosphoric predominance, bringing complexity to the cup. It has 
a medium to high body, with a velvety mouthfeel and a sweet lingering finish. This coffee 
maintains its complexity throughout cupping.

Lot Size: 
127 lbs / 58 kg

Cultivar: Udaini
  

Wadi Al-Harf is one of our most important processing centres. It has a capacity 
of 10 tons per season and we process around 250 kg of fresh coffee cherries daily.

Located at 2150 MASL, the village has temperatures fluctuating between 24ºC 
and 7ºC. For this reason, we have adapted and perfected our processing methods 
to dry the cherries in the best possible way, while indulging in unique fermentation 
methods to produce this excellent coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 3-4 weeks
Drying Process: Anaerobic

Region: Anis
Village: Al Harf
Altitude:  2150 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Anis-03


Auction lot: Anis/04

Wadi Kuraba

Sheba Code: AN/50/03
Cupping Score: 88.0
Collective Lot

Stone fruits and raisins in the fragrance. Stone fruits, chamomile, lemongrass, and 
honey in the flavour. The coffee is very sweet and complex with a round velvety 
body. It has a complex acidity with malic, phosphoric, and tartaric predominant. 
The aftertaste is sweet and lingering with apricot and grapes notes. The coffee is 
sweet, uniform and clean and maintains its complexity even when cool.

Lot Size:
90 lbs / 41 kg

Cultivar: Udaini

Wadi Kuraba has our biggest drying station outside of Sana’a. It has a capacity of 
20 tons per season and we process around 500 kg of fresh coffee cherries daily. 
Located at 2150 MASL, with temperatures fluctuating between 24ºC and 7ºC, we 
have adapted our processing methods to dry the cherries to their best advantage, 
which produces this great coffee.

Cupping Notes / Profile:

Drying Days: 2-3 weeks
Drying Process: Natural

Region: Anis
Village: Kuraba
Altitude:  2150 masl

Scan for
Cupping
Profile

https://qrco.de/Anis-04


w w w . s h e b a c o f f e e . c o m

v i s i t

A u c t i o n  D a t e

W e d n e s d a y  2 4 t h  N o v e m b e r

2 0 2 1

Scan below for recomended
Ikawa Roasting Profile

https://qrco.de/bbpKhI


The Perfect Pick

Farmers visit each tree several times a week and only pick their cherries precisely

when they are ready. They are picked from the tree delicately to ensure the quality

of the picked fruit, health of the plant and its yield in future seasons.

Wash and Dry

All our red coffee cherries are cleaned and put in a bath of water to remove floaters,

before they are placed on raised drying beds for an average of two to three weeks.

A Sinar Bean Pro moisture analyser is used to monitor the moisture content during

the drying process. The cherries are moved daily to ensure consistent ventilation on

every single one.

In Transit

When the ideal moisture level is reached (11-12%), we stop the drying phase and 

place the cherries in hermetic bags to protect them from oxidization, foreign matter

and pollution. At this point the beans are still inside the dried cherry to preserve their

freshness. They are then transported to our warehouse for a short resting period in a

controlled environment. 

Signed, Sealed & Delivered

After resting for one to two months in our warehouse the dried cherries are hulled, 

pass through a gravity sorter, sieved by sizes, hand sorted several times for defective 

colours and proportion and finally graded and bagged into different hermetic bags to 

retain moisture. Our Sheba Coffee beans are exported and placed in vacuum sealed 

bags ready for you to enjoy. All lots have been cupped and graded by local 

experienced professionals as well as renowned SCA Q-Graders within Europe (see each 

lot for more details) We know that you wouldn't settle for anything less.



w w w . s h e b a c o f f e e . c o m

T h i s  i s n ' t  j u s t  o u r  s t o r y

i t ' s  a  l o v e  l e t t e r  t o  c o f f e e  i t s e l f

j u s t  w a i t i n g  f o r  y o u  t o  w r i t e  t h e  n e x t  p a g e

A u c t i o n  D a t e

W e d n e s d a y  2 4 t h  N o v e m b e r

2 0 2 1

S c a n  t o
R e g i s t e r

https://qrco.de/2021-shebacoffee-auction-registration

